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CHAPTER SIX

WEIGHING AND MEASURING

6.1 Introduction

Th e earliest by-laws of Amsterdam, dating from 1413, give detailed 
instructions for the measuring of salt, which had to be done by sworn 
measurers, with measures verifi ed by the town and kept by the warden 
of the guild of Our Lady, the measurers’ guild. When the measurers 
picked up a measure before starting work, they also had to check the 
straightness of the strickle. Measuring was to be performed with great 
care: the measure should be positioned on a level surface and it had to 
be emptied by carefully turning it upside down instead of just knock-
ing it over. If the crew of a ship with a cargo of salt did not want to 
cooperate with these rules, the measurers were supposed to stop meas-
uring, leave the ship, and report the matter to the local court.1 Rules 
like this underline the importance attached by urban authorities in 
Holland to correct weighing and measuring, but also the diffi  culties 
they faced in this area.

In the fi rst part of this book, three types of trade venues were discussed, 
each with diff erent institutional characteristics: annual fairs, rural 
trade venues, and the Dordrecht staple. Th is second part of the book 
adopts a diff erent, complementary approach. Th e aim remains the 
same: to discover whether and how social and political relations in 
medieval Holland—in turn related to the county’s history of settlement 
and reclamation—aff ected the organisation and thus ultimately the 
effi  ciency of commodity markets. But instead of looking at diff erent 
types of trade venues, this chapter and the next focus on two clusters of 
commercial institutions that cannot be tied to a specifi c time and place. 
Here, in Chapter 6, the organisation of weighing and measuring is 
studied as a refl ection of a larger set of rules and practices that primar-
ily aff ected the matching of supply and demand. Chapter 7 discusses 
mechanisms for the enforcement of contracts and thus focuses on 
institutions that in the fi rst place aff ected security.
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2 For a summary of medieval thought on the concept of justice in trade, see Wood, 
Medieval Economic Th ought, 132–144, 89–91. Wood stresses the aversion to monopo-
lies and also points out the link between the concept of justice and the correct use of 
weights and measures, but does not mention quality control.

3 Unger, Levensmiddelenvoorziening, 7–9 (Holland); Stabel, ‘Markets and Retail’, 
808–811 (Flanders); Britnell, Commercialisation, 91–93 (England).

4 Posthumus, Leidsche lakenindustrie I, 83–94, 152–164, 171–175 (Holland); 
Munro, ‘Medieval Woollens’, 247–248 (southern Low Countries).

In the Middle Ages, public authorities oft en attempted to regulate 
commodity trade by subjecting it to various rules and decrees. In part, 
market regulation was motivated by the medieval ideal of justice in 
trade.2 Th is ideal did not imply equal opportunities for all: as we have 
seen, trade privileges like tax reductions or priority access to markets 
granted to local burgesses, guild members, or merchants from a cer-
tain town or country were nothing out of the ordinary. Rather, the 
medieval concept of justice in trade referred to a balanced, equal rela-
tion between buyer and seller. Monopolies in basic necessities—and 
related off ences like forestalling and regrating (the purchase of prod-
ucts before market time, or the interception of products on their way 
to the market with the intention of reselling them at a profi t)—
disturbed this balance because they created artifi cial scarcities and 
thus forced ‘unjust’ prices upon society. Th is explains why fi xed market 
hours and prohibitions on forestalling and regrating were as common 
in Holland as elsewhere.3 Incomplete or misleading information 
regarding the quantity and quality of commodities also violated the 
notion of a fair and just exchange. Th erefore, the control of quantity 
and quality was oft en the object of public care. Concern for product 
quality is evident, for instance, from the inspections of perishable 
foodstuff s for sale at the market, as described in several urban by-laws, 
and from the elaborate systems of quality prescriptions imposed by 
many towns with export industries—particularly cloth—on produc-
ers.4 However, we should be alert to the fact that authorities may also 
have had less noble motives: aft er all, regulated and formalised markets 
were much easier to control—and therefore exploit—than private 
trade. Th e organisation of weighing and measuring demonstrates this 
aspect quite clearly. Th is is why it takes centre stage in this chapter.

In his seminal book on the eff ects of power on metrological systems, 
Witold Kula argues that rulers strove to impose their weights and  meas-
ures in their territories because it symbolised—and ultimately rein-
forced—their authority. He also gives full attention to the continuous 
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5 Kula, Measures and Men, 18–19, 54–60.
6 Zevenboom and Wittop Koning, Nederlandse gewichten, 30, 32.

pressure exerted by the nobility to increase the measures used for col-
lecting land rents in kind.5 But in a highly urbanised and commercial-
ised society like late medieval Holland, something else was also at 
stake: weighing and measuring mattered from a fi scal point of view, 
because it provided an ideal opportunity for the taxation of trade. Dues 
could be imposed on the compulsory use of standardised weights and 
measures. In addition, other taxes on exchange—for instance, the 
urban excises on a wide range of products that in the late Middle Ages 
became the main source of revenues of many towns in the Low 
Countries—were frequently linked to the weight or volume of the 
commodities that changed hands.6 Th is was only possible if weighing 
and measuring took place under the control of the authorities.

Th is chapter compares the organisation of weighing and measuring 
in Holland with the situation in England and in the southern Low 
Countries. Although there were many similarities between the three 
countries in rules and practices, signifi cant diff erences also existed, 
diff erences that were related to a diff erent balance of powers between 
central and local authorities, and also between local authorities and 
guilds. In the next section, we begin by mapping the offi  cial roles of 
central government, urban authorities, and local lords in the organisa-
tion of weighing and measuring for Holland, England, and the south-
ern Low Countries. Th e two sections that follow assess the eff ects of 
formal structures on the actual development of standard weights and 
measures and on the functioning of enforcement mechanisms.

6.2 Control over weights and measures

One of the ways in which the early rise of central power in England 
made itself felt was through the control the Crown attempted to 
assert—even at an early stage—over weights and measures. It is unlikely 
that under the Anglo-Saxon and Norman kings these attempts were 
very successful. At that stage, they were mainly restricted to the issu-
ance of laws prescribing the use of correct and uniform measures 
throughout the realm. As the measures to be used were not accurately 
specifi ed and, moreover, the enforcement apparatus to back up the 
decrees was lacking, many communities probably continued to use 
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local measures evolved from, and suited to, everyday practice. Under 
Angevin rule, royal control over weights and measures reached fi rmer 
ground. Between the late 12th and the middle of the 15th century, 
standard weights and measures for just about every commercial com-
modity were specifi ed.7 As a consequence, the role of local authorities 
in weighing and measuring in England was not as prominent as in the 
Low Countries. As we shall see, English towns acquired a role in the 
enforcement of the royal standards, but they usually did not issue leg-
islation of their own making, nor did they provide public weighing or 
measuring facilities: this was a royal prerogative.

Even in late medieval England, royal authority over weighing and 
measuring was not absolute. Th e eff orts of the Crown concentrated 
mainly on the towns as centres of trade. In the countryside, control 
over weights and measures was an essential part of lordship; here the 
eff ects of national legislation and national enforcement policies were 
much less pervasive.8 Nevertheless, in comparison with much of conti-
nental Europe, a considerable degree of metrological centralisation 
was achieved at an early stage. In this regard, a parallel can be drawn 
with other aspects of market regulation. In England, forestalling prohi-
bitions, for instance, were incorporated in royal statutes, binding 
throughout the kingdom, as early as the late 13th or early 14th cen-
tury.9 In Holland, these prohibitions were at that stage purely local in 
character. Central ordinances against forestalling did not become a 
regular phenomenon until the 16th century.10

Exactly what moved the Angevin kings to tighten control over 
weights and measures is not entirely clear. Part of the explanation can 
perhaps be found in Kula’s argument about the role of a unifi ed system 
of weights and measures as an expression and confi rmation of central 
power. However, it is clear that economic considerations also contrib-
uted. Richard Britnell suggests that the Crown’s growing interest in 
the enforcement of a unifi ed system of weights and measures in late 

    7 Britnell, Commercialisation, 25.
    8 Zupko, British Weights and Measures, 16–70; for more detailed references see 

below.
    9 Britnell, ‘Forstall’, 95–96, 99.
10 Forestalling prohibitions were issued in 1544 (Andries et al., Inventaris en 

beschrij ving Noord-Nederlandse processtukken beroepen uit Holland V, fi les 460 and 
463) and in 1556 (Regionaal Archief Alkmaar, Gemeentebestuur Alkmaar (oud 
archief, 1325–1815), inv. no. 2877); a reference in the proceedings of the Estates of 
Holland in 1525 suggests that there had been similar proclamations before (Van der 
Goes, Register, 15–16). Cf. Noordegraaf, ‘Platteland’, 13–14.
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11 Britnell, Commercialisation, 90.
12 Ashworth, ‘Metrology and the State’, 1314.
13 Th e English customs system and its development are described in detail by Gras, 

Early English Customs System. For a concise summary, see Kowaleski, ‘Port Towns’, 
472; or Ormrod, ‘England’, 31–32.

14 Zupko, British Weights and Measures, 63, 29.

12th-century England may have been related to the court’s position as 
a buyer of provisions in a wide region: royal purveyors had an easier 
job if measures were the same everywhere.11 In addition, the effi  ciency 
of taxation—in the 18th century one of the main reasons for the crea-
tion of universal standards for weights and measures in many European 
countries12—must have provided a powerful motive. Th e customs sys-
tem as it developed in England from the late 13th century onwards 
allowed for an effi  cient taxation of international trade by the Crown. 
During the reign of Edward I a number of duties on overseas trade 
were introduced, fi rst and foremost among them a custom on the 
export of wool, fells, and hides. More subsidies on a wide range of 
import and export commodities were added in the course of the 14th 
century. In order to collect the customs, the coastline was divided into 
customs jurisdictions, each managed from a designated customs head 
port.13 Since many customs were levied by weight or volume, control of 
weights and measures was of vital importance to custom revenues.

It is therefore not surprising that in 1350 Edward III took action to 
correct false weighing practices in the ports. Th e issue at stake here was 
most likely the weighing of wool: irregularities might jeopardise the 
very profi table wool customs. Likewise, it is not a coincidence that in 
1421 custom duties for coal were set on the chalder, a measure of fi xed 
proportions, instead of on the total load of a ship: the tendency to build 
larger ships was threatening to reduce custom revenues.14 In short, the 
desire of the English kings to control weights and measures can, at 
least in part, be explained by their relation with royal taxation of inter-
national trade.

At fi rst sight the organisation of metrological control in Flanders 
and Brabant seems to have followed a course that was almost diametri-
cally opposed to events in England. Th e early medieval starting point 
was not very diff erent: like their Anglo-Saxon counterparts, the 
Carolingian kings prescribed uniform weights and measures. In fact, 
in many parts of Europe the memory of a golden age of Carolin-
gian standardisation lived on until the modern era, even though it is 
unlikely that royal Carolingian weights and measures were adopted for 
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15 Kula, Measures and Men, 161–163.
16 Van der Wee, Growth of the Antwerp Market I, 66.
17 Gilliodts-van Severen, Coutume du Franc de Bruges II, 14, 33.
18 Van der Wee, Growth of the Antwerp Market I, 75.
19 Soens, Rentmeesters, 249, 250, 301, 312, 325.
20 Cf. Boone, Geld en macht, 167–168, on the usurpation of the weighing revenues 

in Ghent by the Ghent authorities.

commercial use throughout the empire—the Carolingian rulers were 
no more able to enforce uniformity than the early medieval English 
kings.15

In the high and late Middle Ages, however, authority over weights 
and measures in the southern Low Countries had largely become a 
matter for the individual towns. For 13th-century Brabant, Herman 
Van der Wee has suggested that control over weights and measures 
passed, as part of the regalia concerning the regulation of economic 
life, from the dukes to the urban authorities via the bannum (originally 
the ruler’s right to command, elements of which could be transferred 
to lower lords, offi  cials or—as in this case—urban communities).16 Van 
der Wee does not explain exactly how the transition took place; we 
shall return to this question shortly.

In Flanders, urban authority over weights and measures probably 
dates back to an even earlier stage. Th e existence of urban standards is 
mentioned in a charter granted by Count Philip of Alsace to the castel-
lany of Bruges around 1190.17 Urban control was also more complete 
than in Brabant. Whereas the duke of Brabant could hold on to certain 
profi table elements (such as the Antwerp scales),18 by the end of the 
14th century the count of Flanders possessed only the weigh houses in 
the small towns of Aalst, Sint-Anna-ter-Muiden, and Veurne and the 
measures for madder in Aardenburg and Oostburg. What this meant 
in practice was the right to collect the revenues for the compulsory use 
of these small town facilities.19 In the larger towns and certainly in 
Flanders’ three main cities, by that time rights such as this usually 
belonged to the urban authorities.20

Th e main exception was the Bruges weigh house, which had been 
enfeoff ed to the lord of Ghistel, together with the Bruges toll. When 
around 1280 problems rose around this weighing facility, the Flemish 
count did try to intervene. Aft er vehement complaints by foreign mer-
chants about irregularities and arbitrary exactions at the Bruges scales, 
Count Guy of Dampierre—together with Lord Jan of Ghistel and the 
Bruges authorities—ordered that the traditional auncel, a one-legged 
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21 Van Houtte, Geschiedenis van Brugge, 198, 200; Wyff els, ‘Nieuwe gegevens’, 53–56, 
88–90.

22 Cf. Zupko, British Weights and Measures, 9–10.
23 Oppermann, Fontes Egmundenses, 75–76.
24 OHZ II, no. 786.

instrument which was notoriously unreliable and could easily be tam-
pered with, was to be replaced by a number of modern even-legged 
balances and that these balances were, moreover, to be operated by a 
team of sworn urban offi  cials.21 Nevertheless, the fact that the count 
required the cooperation of the lord of Ghistel and the Bruges alder-
men to carry through these reformations demonstrates that his powers 
were limited.

Th e situation in Holland—where, just as in Flanders and Brabant, 
much of the control over weighing and measuring passed to the urban 
authorities—reveals more about the underlying process. It appears to 
have been anything but a neat transfer of rights from the sovereign to 
the emerging towns. Th e count of Holland (at that time referred to as 
the count of the Frisians) was one of the territorial lords that assumed 
sovereign power aft er the decline of the Carolingian empire, but the 
little information that we have about the 10th- and 11th-century 
counts reveals nothing about an involvement with weighing and meas-
uring. It is quite possible that, with the contraction of long-distance 
trade aft er the 9th century, the need for central regulation was no 
longer felt. For the collection of rents in kind and for local exchange, 
local measures suffi  ced. Originally these measures probably developed 
informally, from local custom. In the case of a manorial organisation 
they might be formalised by the lord.22

Th e fi rst reference to any kind of measure in Holland supports this 
suggestion. As so oft en, it comes from the sources of Egmond Abbey. 
In the early 12th century, the abbey collected rents in grain, measured 
in the measure of Alkmaar (Alcmerensem modium) in various nearby 
villages. Th is was probably originally a local customary measure, 
adopted for use in the management of some of the abbey’s posses-
sions.23 A document from the middle of the 13th century mentions the 
abbot of Egmond as the owner of this measure; that is, the abbot was 
entitled to the imposition on its use (the muddepenning). Th e docu-
ment arranges for the transfer of the muddepenning, together with 
other rights and property in Alkmaar, to the count. In return, the abbot 
received considerable properties on the island of Texel.24 Th is exchange 
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25 Henderikx, ‘Graaf en stad’, 49–54; Kruisheer, Stadsrechtoorkonden van Haarlem, 
Delft  en Alkmaar, 56.

26 OHZ II, no. 635; III, no. 1637.
27 OHZ II, nos. 672–673 (Haarlem), 680 (Delft ), 1009 (Alkmaar); for a translation 

of and comment on the Haarlem charter, see Hoogewerf, Haarlemse stadsrecht; for a 
diplomatic analysis of the three charters, see Kruisheer, Stadsrechtoorkonden van 
Haarlem, Delft  en Alkmaar.

was at least partly motivated by expansionist considerations: as the 
grant of urban liberties to Alkmaar a few years later shows, Willem II 
took pains to re-establish his power in this strategically situated settle-
ment on the border with rebellious West-Friesland.25 However, the 
inclusion of the muddepenning in the exchange may also have had 
another reason: it suggests that by this time there was money to be 
made out of weighing and measuring, which in turn may have aroused 
comital interest.

Th is hypothesis receives support from the fact that around the mid-
dle of the 13th century the count also owned measures in other emerg-
ing trade centres: the butter measure in Delft  and the measures of salt 
and wine in Dordrecht.26 Th e Delft  butter measure was important only 
in a local context, but ownership of the Dordrecht salt and wine meas-
ures had much wider implications: it gave the count full control 
over the measuring of these two vital commodities of the international 
river trade.

However, there is no evidence that at this stage the rights to weights 
and measures were seen as prerogatives of the sovereign in principle. 
Th e Alkmaar example, in fact, suggests otherwise: here the count had 
to off er compensation to secure the grain measure. Moreover, even 
before the count makes his appearance as the owner of measures, the 
fi rst signs of urban claims to control over weights and measures are 
already evident. Th e Geertruidenberg charter of liberties of 1213 and 
the Haarlem charter of 1245 prescribe the use of correct weights and 
measures. Th e Haarlem charter, moreover—following the Den Bosch 
example on which it was based—states that off enders will be punished 
by the local court. A draft  version of the Haarlem charter in turn served 
as model for the charters of Delft  (1246) and Alkmaar (1256), which 
have the same clause.27 Clearly, the urban authorities in these young 
towns claimed the enforcement of metrological rules as their responsi-
bility almost from the start.

In Chapter 2 it was argued that the counts of Holland did not begin 
to regularly grant market licenses until about 1270; before that time 
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28 Cf. Wood, Medieval Economic Th ought, 92.
29 Leupen, Philip of Leyden, 223; Philips de Leyden, De cura reipublicae, 154–156 

(case about tolls and imposts) and 167 (enumeration of the regalia).
30 Van Mieris, Groot charterboek II, 638–640 (charter of liberties, art. 31); NA 

GRRek, inv. no. 334 f 83v-84v (comital accounts over the year 1500). Notably, the 
15th-century Rotterdam urban accounts also show revenues from measuring, presum-
ably from the use of standard measures on other products introduced at a later stage 
(Unger and Bezemer, Oudste stadsrekeningen Rotterdam, e.g. 131 (account over 
1459/60: revenues for the meterie (‘measuring’), the ooft maet (measuring of fruit) and 
tonnen te ycken (verifying the tons)).

31 For the charter of liberties Van Mieris, Groot charterboek II, 865–866; for the 
comital accounts NA GRRek, inv. no. 1129 f 44.

32 For Dordrecht, the 15th-century comital registers contain numerous references 
to grants of the salt measure (Gousset Index, NA LLRK, inv. no. 209 f 54 ff .). Th e rev-
enues of the weigh house in Gouda are recorded in the comital accounts over the year 
1448/49 and 1500, NA GRRek, inv. no. 1708 f 2, inv. no. 1743 f 5.

they were simply unable to eff ectuate their authority over markets and 
fairs. For weighing and measuring, the course of events appears to 
have been similar: the extension of comital control over weights and 
measures coincided with the establishment of eff ective sovereign 
power.28 Still, even in the middle of the 14th century, weights and 
measures were probably not seen as sovereign rights by defi nition: 
Philip of Leyden, staunch defender of the public powers of the counts, 
does not mention them in so many words among the regalia.29

In some places where the counts had obtained the rights to weights 
and measures, they retained them for centuries. In Rotterdam, for 
instance, the revenues from weighing and measuring were reserved for 
the count in the charter of urban privileges of 1340; these revenues are 
still recorded in the comital accounts at the end of the Middle Ages.30 
Hoorn presents a similar case.31 In other towns, the counts retained 
only part of the business of weighing and measuring. Just like the 
dukes of Brabant—but in contrast to the counts of Flanders—they fre-
quently managed to hold on to some of the more profi table elements. 
Th e important Dordrecht salt measure, for instance, still belonged to 
the count in the 15th century; so too did the weigh house in Gouda, a 
lively regional trade centre for dairy and hemp.32

In many other towns, all or most of the rights to weighing and meas-
uring over time came to be acknowledged as urban possessions. 
Offi  cially the count gave or sold them to the town, but probably 
the grant frequently implied comital authorisation of de facto urban 
control. Where this process can be traced in any detail, it appears to 
have been part of a broader recognition of rights related to trade. 
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33 Van Mieris, Groot charterboek II, 619, 715–716, 806–807; Van der Feijst, 
Geschiedenis van Schiedam, 22. For a similar stepwise transfer of rights to Delft  
between 1280 and 1342, cf. OHZ IV no. 1902, V no. 3047; Van Mieris, Groot charter-
boek II, 483, 666.

34 Enno van Gelder, ’s-Gravenhage in zeven eeuwen, 72 (transfer of the ellemaat 
(cloth measure) to a hospital, Th e Hague 1385); Van Mieris, Groot charterboek III, 390 
(transfer of the revenues of the weigh house to a hospital, Edam 1382); Van Mieris, 
Groot charterboek IV, 713 (transfer of the revenues of the weigh house to a militia, 
Grootebroek 1423); NA GRRek, inv. no. 1129 f 40v (transfer of the revenues of the 
weigh house to a militia, Alkmaar c. 1500).

35 Cornelisse, Energiemarkten, 164–168.
36 Ibid., 98–102; Marsilje, Het fi nanciële beleid van Leiden, 114–119; Unger and 

Bezemer, Oudste stadsrekeningen Rotterdam, xix-xxii. For the southern Low Countries, 
Van Werveke, Gentsche stadsfi nanciën, 27–29, 197–220, and Van Uytven, 
Stadsfi nanciën, 6–9, 112–130.

Schiedam provides a good illustration. In 1339 Count Willem IV 
granted the beer toll, the scales, the corn measure, and the mudde-
penning to the townspeople, ‘in the manner as they had always held 
and used them’. In 1346 the town also received the rights to brokerage, 
followed fi ve years later by the rights to change money.33 Elsewhere, the 
recipients were occasionally urban institutions such as a hospital or a 
militia, but in most cases the rights to weighing and measuring went to 
the urban authorities.34

Towns certainly had good reason to pursue these rights: merchant-
dominated town governments were no doubt well aware that a reliable 
system of weights and measures paid off  in the long run. It saved indi-
vidual merchants a great deal of costs and trouble, and it ensured con-
ditions attractive to trade and competitive with other commercial 
centres. However, fi scal motives were probably at least as important. 
Th is was not because of the impositions levied on weighing and meas-
uring itself. Research on transaction costs at peat markets in late medi-
eval central Holland suggests that measuring costs remained at very 
modest levels until the end of the 15th century.35 Excises, however, 
were a diff erent matter.

Just as in England the Crown’s ambition to enforce royal weights and 
measures was partly driven by taxation policy, in Holland urban gov-
ernments depended on a correct assessment of quantities for the levy-
ing of excises. First introduced in the second half of the 13th century, 
excises on the production and sale of a wide range of commodities 
developed in the late Middle Ages into the single most important 
source of urban revenues for Holland’s rapidly expanding towns.36 
Weighing and measuring, as long as it took place under the control of 
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37 Cornelisse, Energiemarkten, 118–119; Breen, Rechtsbronnen Amsterdam, 
588–589.

38 Niermeyer, Bronnen Beneden-Maasgebied, no. 276 (Brielle); Fruin, 
Middeleeuwsche rechtsbronnen kleine steden Nedersticht 3, 38 (IJsselstein).

39 Marsilje, Leiden, 68–69.
40 Van Mieris, Groot charterboek II, 533. Th e suggestion of Fockema Andreae that 

the burggraaf had possessed these rights even before the year 1200 remains unproven 
(Fockema Andreae, ‘Burggrafelijk Leiden’, 55–56).

41 Van Mieris, Groot charterboek II, 733, 796–797. Th e confl ict is also described by 
Blok, Geschiedenis eener Hollandsche stad I, 88–91, Marsilje, Leiden, 70–72, Van Gent 
and Janse, ‘Van ridders tot baronnen’, 17–18 and Van der Vlist, Burcht van Leiden, 52.

the authorities, provided an easy opportunity for setting and levying 
the excises. In early 16th-century Gouda, for instance, the measurers 
of peat were expected to accompany the seller to the collector of the 
excises in order to inform this functionary of the quantity being sold. 
Th e corn measurers in Amsterdam had the same responsibility towards 
the collector of the corn excise.37

Most town governments in Holland did not have to compete with a 
local lord for control over weights and measures. Some of the relatively 
autonomous lords in Holland’s periphery controlled weighing and 
measuring in their territories (including their small towns). Th e lord of 
Voorne, for instance, owned the salt measure in Brielle; in a 1330 ordi-
nance he set rules for the way in which the measuring was to be per-
formed. Th e lord of IJsselstein, near the Utrecht border, was still in 
possession of the measures in this small town in the second quarter of 
the 15th century.38

In the larger towns in the central part of Holland, however, the only 
case of a local lord holding the rights to weighing and measuring was 
the burggraaf of Leiden. Th e burggraaf had originally been a military 
commander in the service of the count, but by the middle of the 13th 
century had acquired important administrative and jurisdictional 
powers, among them the right to appoint the sheriff  and aldermen of 
Leiden.39 Exactly when and how the rights to weighing and measuring 
were added is not clear; the fi rst information dates from 1333, when 
Count Willem III confi rmed the burggraaf ’s claims to them.40 In the 
middle of the 14th century, the urban elite took advantage of the suc-
cession confl ict between the later Count Willem V and his mother 
Margaretha to settle some old disputes. With the help of Willem, the 
Leiden elite robbed the burggraaf, who supported Margaretha, not 
only of the much-resented right to appoint the sheriff  and alder-
men, but also of the rights to weighing and measuring in the town.41 
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With this, Leiden joined the ranks of most other Holland towns, which 
by this time had largely acquired authority over weighing and measur-
ing within the urban freedom.

It can be concluded that, although the count of Holland was more suc-
cessful than his Flemish counterpart in his claims to the ownership of 
weights and measures, he could by no means exert the kind of central 
control over weighing and measuring imposed by the king of England. 
Th is situation remained essentially unchanged until the end of the 
Middle Ages. In the late 15th and 16th centuries, many parts of conti-
nental Europe witnessed a ‘second wave of standardisation’: for the 
fi rst time since the Carolingian era, central governments again tried to 
impose national standards. Success, however, was limited.42

Th e Low Countries, both north and south, were no exception. In the 
early 16th century, the importance of troy weights for coinage induced 
the Habsburg government to make the use of these weights compul-
sory for the trade in gold and silver and even to appoint an offi  cial 
responsible for the verifi cation of the copies used by the goldsmiths’ 
guilds.43 In 1563 the Habsburg authorities also intervened when weigh 
house offi  cials in the central part of Holland were found to be using 
weights heavier than the regular Cologne weights in order to attract 
more customers. Th e intervention was probably motivated by self-
interest: the documents complain of unfair competition to comital 
weigh houses in towns like Gouda and Rotterdam. Nevertheless, here 
at least an eff ort to enforce standards was made.44

For other units, attempts at central regulation failed because urban 
authorities were unwilling to comply. Th ey were probably afraid—and 
considering the link with the urban excises, they had good reason—
that handing over control over weights and measures might endanger 
their fi nancial autonomy. Around 1530 discussions about the possible 
introduction of a national system of measures in Holland took place, 
but in the face of urban resistance they soon petered out.45 In 1571 the 
Habsburg government ordered a general inspection of grain measures, 
which was carried out in the following year. Th e aim was to facilitate 
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the introduction of a series of new taxes on movable assets and trade. 
Characteristically, however, this action was not directed at the intro-
duction of uniform measures, but merely at the registration of all local 
grain measures used in the Low Countries and their equivalents in 
Brussels gelten.46

6.3 Standards and standardisation

Th e assumption that the absence of a standardised system of weights 
and measures hindered the development of trade is not uncommon or 
illogical. A lack of uniformity, the argument goes, means higher costs 
for ascertaining the quantity of products being exchanged and increases 
opportunities for fraud.47 From this point of view, medieval Holland 
was not in a favourable position. As control over the organisation of 
weighing and measuring was largely a local aff air, the diversity in 
weights and measures was considerable. Grain measures provide a 
good example. Each town had its own set of measures, also used in the 
surrounding countryside. Between towns, even though measures fre-
quently bore the same name, dimensions varied considerably. Th e ach-
tendeel or achtel, for instance, was used in many places for measuring 
grain in retail trade since at least the fi rst half of the 14th century—as 
is shown by the entries for grain purchases in the earliest comital 
accounts and the accounts of Egmond Abbey.48 Yet the inventory of 
grain measures carried out in 1572 brought to light considerable vari-
ations in the size of the achtendeel: in Gorinchem, for instance, it was 
14% larger than in Alkmaar, 26% larger than in Delft , and 40% larger 
than in Dordrecht.49 In wholesale trade, variation was reduced by the 
fact that the measures of Delft  (which had long been an important 
grain trade centre) and increasingly also those of Amsterdam (which 
was rapidly rising to prominence) were widely used; but between 
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50 Ibid., ix, 4, 17. A document from Schiedam, probably from the early 16th century, 
provides a further illustration of the central role of the Delft  grain measure: this docu-
ment gives the equivalent in Delft  hoeden for the local grain measures of a large num-
ber of Holland towns (Heeringa, Rechtsbronnen Schiedam, 391–393; reprinted in 
Nipper, 18 eeuwen meten en wegen, 369–371).

51 Bigwood, ‘Notes sur les mesures’, Tables I–IV, VIII–IX.
52 Zupko, British Weights and Measures, 16–30.

themselves these two measures were completely unrelated, the 
Amsterdam last being almost three times as large as the Delft  hoed.50

For the southern Low Countries, the 1572 investigation revealed 
very similar results: diversity in measures was considerable. In some 
cases, for instance in the Franc of Bruges, secondary towns appear to 
have adopted the measures of the central city; but elsewhere, for 
example in the Brussels district, there is no sign of internal conver-
gence whatsoever—even the smallest towns used their own grain 
measures.51

In Angevin England, on the other hand, national standards were 
more than just an ideal. Detailed specifi cation of measures started 
with a section in Magna Carta (1215) that set the London quarter as 
the standard measure for grain to be used in all of England. It quickly 
gained momentum. Th e Assizes of Bread and Ale (1266), for instance, 
regulated the weight of bread depending on the price of grain. 
It ordered that bread had to be weighed according to a strictly defi ned 
standard pound (the ‘tower’ pound). Th e Composition of Yards and 
Perches (late 13th century) introduced a national system of meas-
ures  of length and area based on a standard yard, the ‘iron ulna’. 
Several additions and refi nements followed in the 14th and early 15th 
centuries.52

Th e advance of England over Holland and the southern Low Countries 
seems undeniable. However, the consequences of fragmentation were 
probably not as damaging as one might suspect. Local trade was most 
likely not much aff ected. Peasants selling their products at the nearest 
market and local retailers had few problems: for most of their com-
mercial dealings a reliable system of local measures was all that was 
needed. Merchants engaged in regional or interregional trade faced 
greater diffi  culties, but many of them visited only a limited number of 
towns. For instance, the books of the mid 15th-century merchant 
Gerrit Claesz.—engaged in trade in cloth and dairy products—reveals 
a concentration of transactions in Hoorn and the surrounding villages 
on the one hand, and in Deventer on the other. Hoorn was Claesz.’ 
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55 Pegolotti, La pratica della mercatura, 237–239, 244–245, 250–251.
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home town; in Deventer he visited the fairs in order to do business 
with merchants from the eastern Netherlands and the German 
Rhineland. Surely for a man like Claesz., like many other merchants 
literate and numerate, conversions between two sets of measures can-
not have been an insurmountable obstacle.53

Merchants in international trade faced the greatest diffi  culties, but at 
the same time they were best positioned to cope with problems arising 
from the existence of multiple systems of weighing and measuring. 
In the large trade centres they could hire a broker or a local agent to 
help them fi nd their way in unfamiliar surroundings. In some cases 
they could also take recourse to manuals. Merchants’ manuals that 
gave information on weights and measures in the Low Countries began 
to appear in print around the middle of the 16th century.54 However, in 
the main trade centres, handwritten documents were in use earlier 
than this: Pegolotti’s La pratica della mercatura, for instance, dating 
originally from the middle of the 14th century, listed specifi cations for 
the measures and weights used in Bruges and Antwerp and also gave 
equivalents for some of the measures used in other towns in the south-
ern Low Countries.55

It will not do to entirely dismiss the issue. Conversions did not block 
trade, but they were cumbersome; they might result in extra costs for 
multiple acts of weighing or measuring and could lead to mistakes and 
fraud. Nevertheless, there are other reasons to doubt whether England 
with its statutory weights and measures really held an advantage over 
Holland: in practice, uniformity of weights and measures in England 
was far from complete, while in the Low Countries consistency and 
coherence were greater than they appeared.

In England, local measures continued to be used for much longer 
than the multitude of acts and statutes on weighing and measuring 
suggests. In Yarmouth, for instance, and also in Newcastle and Ipswich, 
weights and measures for salt were ten times as large as the statutory 
units.56 While this may have been nothing but a simple and logical 
adaptation to the circumstances of bulk trade, in Exeter we encounter 
a diff erent situation: here all trade was based on a corn bushel that was 
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about 20% larger than the statutory measure. Although no documents 
to prove it have been recovered, it is very unlikely that Exeter would 
have been able to consistently use non-statutory measures if it had not 
had royal permission, explicit or unspoken, to do so. Th e Exeter bushel 
remained in common use until 1670, when a royal act enforced con-
formity with the national standard. Because in the Middle Ages bread 
prices had to be based, according to the Assizes of Bread and Ale, on 
the grain price per statutory bushel, using a local measure made it 
more complex to calculate the correct bread price—but apparently that 
was less of an objection than exchanging it for the national standard.57 
Exeter was not a unique case: in Winchester the local corn bushel was 
also signifi cantly larger than the national standard.58

In fact, in the course of the 14th century several new exceptions 
were made to the obligation to use the statutory weights and measures. 
Most were introduced not by the king but by Parliament, thus demon-
strating how the growing infl uence of merchants, but even more so of 
the landed gentry, was able to at least partly erode the policy of uni-
formity of weights and measures. First, in 1324, Parliament lift ed the 
obligation to level the shallow measures used for oats, malt, and meal. 
Th ese products could henceforth be sold by heaped measure: the com-
modities could be heaped up in a cone above the brim. Th is favoured 
lords collecting rents in kind, who obviously preferred large, heaped 
measures. It also favoured grain merchants, who could now try to pur-
chase in large local measures and sell in the smaller statutory ones. Th e 
Statute of Purveyors of 1351 once more prohibited the use of heaped 
measures, but it made an exception for manorial lords who at their 
estates had been using measures that did not conform to the national 
standards. Th is amounted to nothing less than a general permit to the 
landed gentry to use non-statutory as well as heaped measures. Th e 
privilege was offi  cially reconfi rmed ten years later.59 What we see hap-
pening here is the ability of power holders to infl uence measures to 
their advantage.

It is possible that in England only a minority of lords actually made 
use of the option of using non-statutory measures: manorial accounts 

57 Beveridge, ‘Statistical Crime’, esp. 526.
58 Beveridge, Prices and Wages in England, 12–17. Winchester College used yet 

another bushel, slightly larger than the local one, for collecting rents in kind, but 
Beveridge believes this diff erence may have gone unnoticed until the 18th century.

59 Zupko, British Weights and Measures, 22–26.
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explains the peculiarities of the Voorne administration.

rarely show adjustments for diff erent measures.60 On the other hand, it 
is also clear that a multitude of local weights and measures lived on 
until—and in some cases even aft er—the introduction of the British 
Imperial System of weights and measures in 1824.61 If anything, this 
demonstrates that despite the Crown’s ambitions, uniformity in pre-
modern England was far from complete.

In Holland evidence of the use of more than one set of weights or 
measures in one location is scarce, at least in a legalised form. No doubt 
abuse did take place. A mid 16th-century charter from Assendelft , for 
instance, records that some traders in this village had been using dif-
ferent measures for buying than for selling. However, the local authori-
ties stated very clearly that this was not permitted and attempted to put 
a stop to it. Only in one case the use of other measures, besides the 
regular urban ones, appears to have been accepted as legal: in Brielle 
merchants were able to purchase locally produced grain in a landmate 
(rural measure) that was slightly larger than the measure used for retail 
sales at the urban market.62 Th is system dated back to at least the mid-
dle of the 15th century, when the existence of a separate rural measure 
for grain was confi rmed in an ordinance issued by the bailiff  of 
Voorne.63 Th e exceptional character of this arrangement can perhaps 
be attributed to the fact that in this part of Holland, which in many 
respects followed Zeeland customs, the infl uence of the nobility was 
relatively strong. In 1371 Voorne had lost its position as an independ-
ent seignory with its own lord; from then on the bailiff , as all other 
bailiff s in Holland, represented the authority of the count. However, 
the Voorne bailiff  performed his administrative and jurisdictional 
duties in close conjunction with a group of ten men who held fi efs on 
the island. Th e ordinance on weights and measures was issued in coop-
eration with this group, and the continued existence of the landmate 
may have been the result of pressure from these men.64

Whereas in England the diversity of measures seems to have increased 
towards the end of the Middle Ages, in Holland several factors contrib-
uted to a mitigation of the fragmentary character of metrological units. 
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For example, from a very early stage onwards, weights displayed far 
greater uniformity than measures. In the 11th and 12th centuries, the 
mark—originally a Scandinavian weight which, aft er the Danish con-
quest of England, became the weight standard for the English coin-
age—was adopted in large parts of northwestern Europe as the standard 
unit for a newly emerging monetary system.65 In its wake, in the Low 
Countries Cologne commercial weights which were derived from the 
mark rose to prominence—in Brabant and Flanders (although in 
Ghent a pound with diff erent specifi cations survived) and also in 
Holland.66

Th e fi rst conclusive evidence for the dominance of Cologne com-
mercial weights in Holland dates from 1346. In that year the urban 
authorities in Brielle stipulated that in this town only Cologne weights 
were to be used. A similar rule can be found in the late 15th- and early 
16th-century Gouda by-laws.67 It is true that by that time Cologne 
weights had been partly superseded by troy weights. Troy weights had 
been introduced for minting and subsequently also for the trade in 
silver and gold in Flanders and Brabant in the 13th century, and in this 
capacity they reached Holland in the 14th century. In Flanders, troy 
weights were by then also widely used for general commercial pur-
poses, but Brabant and Holland merchants clung to the traditional 
Cologne weights for much longer. Certainly, in 14th- and early 15th-
century Antwerp, for some purposes ‘Flemish’ (troy) weights were 
used besides ‘Brabant’ (Cologne) weights; but as Flemish infl uence 
receded and Antwerp asserted its commercial hegemony in the second 
half of the 15th century, Cologne weights regained their dominant 
position. Shift s between Cologne and troy weights also took place in 
Amsterdam about a century later. Here both types were in use for some 
years, but troy weights ultimately prevailed.68 Despite these shift s and 
the occasional coexistence of the two standards at the same time,  diver-
sity in weights was much more limited than diversity in measures.
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In addition, a tendency to adopt the units of a major trade centre 
can be discerned for the measures of content for some of the most 
important import and export commodities. Commercial practice was 
the driving force. We have already seen that, at the end of the Middle 
Ages, the Delft  hoed and increasingly also the Amsterdam last were 
widely used in the wholesale grain trade. On a smaller scale, similar 
developments took place for other measures. For instance, in the mid-
dle of the 16th century, Hoorn voluntarily adopted the Delft  vat as the 
standard measure for beer.69

Holland was certainly not unique in this respect. Convergence of 
measures for important wholesale trade commodities also took place 
in the southern Low Countries. Although each town maintained its 
own rules for the length and the width of locally produced cloth, both 
in Flanders and in Brabant a standard ell developed which, with minor 
variations, was in common use. As far as we know, the development of 
the standard ell was not a top-down process, initiated and enforced by 
central government; instead, pressure from customers may have been 
instrumental in the process of standardisation. In the late 14th and 
early 15th century, the Hansa Kontor in Bruges, for instance, compelled 
its members to check, at every purchase, the dimensions of the cloth 
against a rope with a length of exactly ten Flemish ell.70

Th e early and mid-15th-century attempts to standardise measures 
for one of Holland’s vital export commodities show that here too 
buyers’ preferences played a part, but they also suggest that what 
turned the scale was urban initiative and cooperation between towns. 
As explained in Chapter 4, in late 14th- and 15th-century Holland a 
rapidly expanding large-scale herring fi shery and a fl ourishing herring 
export trade developed. Soon problems arose with the size of the her-
ring casks. In 1423 Duke Jan of Bavaria issued an ordinance that, in 
severe terms, condemned the ‘perfi dy and deviousness’ of the con-
struction of herring casks of incorrect dimensions. Foreign merchants 
had been duped and as a result the reputation abroad of the Holland 
towns had been seriously damaged. Th e ordinance proclaimed that 
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73 Van Mieris, Groot charterboek IV, 728.

henceforth all herring casks in Holland and Zeeland had to be con-
structed according to the standard of Brielle, Holland’s main herring 
port. Local authorities were to prescribe the Brielle measurements to 
the coopers in their town and to inspect and verify all casks by mark-
ing them with the urban stamp. Central or urban functionaries who 
came upon an unmarked barrel—at one of the comital toll posts, for 
instance—were to confi scate and destroy it.71 Although the ordinance 
does not literally say so, it was most likely based on a request by at least 
some of the herring ports, with Brielle as their leader. We fi nd Brielle 
actively involved in the implementation of the new rules: a year later 
the Brielle authorities sent a copy of the iron hoop that encircled the 
Brielle casks to Cologne in order to allow for a check on the casks that 
arrived in that city.72

Th e 1423 ordinance did not put an end to all problems. One year 
later the towns of Holland informed the duke that something had been 
overlooked: casks were not only produced in the cities but also in the 
countryside, where according to the urban authorities the new rules 
were not observed. Th e duke now ordered that casks made in the coun-
tryside would have to be marked with the stamp of the nearest town.73 
Exactly how this was to be organised remains unclear; the charter only 
stated that all comital offi  cials were to confi scate casks that did not bear 
a mark. Considering the limited extraterritorial powers of the Holland 
towns, it is hardly surprising that this time urban offi  cials were not 
included in the enforcement eff ort. However, since the herring indus-
try was largely an urban industry, the casks at some point must have 
arrived in town, where a check on their dimensions was at least 
possible.

Th e charters of 1423 and 1424 show that the herring towns joined 
forces and were able to convince the duke to support their case by issu-
ing rules for the county as a whole. Precedents for comital involvement 
in measuring in the international river trade—via the salt measure and 
wine measure of Dordrecht— may have been helpful; at least they 
showed that central regulation was an option. However, harmonisa-
tion of the size of herring casks, produced in many places, was a much 
more complex challenge than enforcing the use of a standard measure 
in just one trade centre. Th erefore, another factor was probably of 
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greater importance. Th e Holland towns had already shown themselves 
capable of successfully mounting a collective lobby in a diff erent fi eld 
of economic policy: resistance to the Dordrecht staple. Th ey had joined 
forces because no town was strong enough on its own. Only by form-
ing alliances were the small towns that constituted the Holland urban 
network able to achieve their goals. It was probably on this kind of 
experience that they built in their attempts to harmonise the dimen-
sions of the herring casks.

Th e ultimate eff ects of these attempts are diffi  cult to assess. When in 
1456 and 1457 the authorities in Cologne addressed Brielle and the 
other herring ports in Holland with complaints about their export her-
ring, they focused on the way of packing the herring and did not refer 
to the dimensions of the casks.74 Th is suggests problems with size were 
more or less under control. On the other hand, the dimensions of the 
casks did become an issue again aft erwards. Around 1470, Frankfurt—
with its international fairs an important centre for the export trade to 
southern Germany—complained to Brielle, Vlaardingen, Schiedam, 
and a number of Zeeland towns about the herring casks.75 Eleven years 
later, the Estates of Holland issued a lengthy ordinance that not only 
gave detailed instructions on the origins and quantity of the salt to be 
used for preserving the herring, the sorting of the herring according to 
quality, and the method of packing the fi sh into the casks, but also 
confi rmed the compulsory use of standardised casks for the export 
trade. In 1494 a revised version of this ordinance prescribed the 
Dordrecht cask as the standard for all of Holland instead of the Brielle 
version. Casks had to be marked with three stamps, the fi rst identify-
ing the cooper who had made them, the second identifying the ship-
master on whose ship they had been fi lled with herring, and the third 
identifying the port where the herring had been brought ashore. Th e 
authorities in these towns had to appoint offi  cials to supervise the 
stamping and address any confl icts that might arise.76

Th ere are indications that attempts to standardise the dimensions of 
the herring casks also took place in Flanders. Signifi cantly, the process 
followed a diff erent route there. In the course of the 15th century the 
coastal towns and villages of Flanders, led by the three main fi shing 
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ports Nieuport, Ostend and Dunkirk, increasingly joined forces to 
promote the interests of shipping and fi shery. However, the results of 
their exertions ultimately depended on the compliance of the authori-
ties in Bruges, Ghent and Ypres. As we saw earlier, the three cities were 
originally opposed to the curing industry; only in 1420 was the prohi-
bition on on-board curing lift ed. Subsequently, problems regarding the 
dimensions of the herring casks similar to those in Holland developed. 
Just before the middle of the 15th century this resulted in an ordinance 
on the packing and salting of the herring issued by the three cities. Th e 
coastal towns were consulted, but their involvement was not as direct 
as in Holland.77

When in the early 16th century competition between the herring 
industries of Holland and Flanders was at its peak, the Habsburg gov-
ernment intervened with an ordinance that covered both countries. 
It included rules for the sale of herring caught before and aft er the 
actual herring season and prescribed an even more elaborate system of 
markings, including the introduction of a register recording coopers’ 
marks.78 Th is 1519 ordinance is oft en seen as the beginning of national 
regulation of the herring fi shery in the Dutch Republic.79 Th e fact that 
it was built on earlier foundations has received much less recognition, 
but there can be no doubt that the Holland ordinances of the 15th cen-
tury had paved the way.

Admittedly, attempts to harmonise other measures were not nearly 
as successful. Th is is illustrated by the problems that arose around the 
middle of the 15th century with the casks for another important export 
commodity: butter. Apparently butter casks were sometimes deliber-
ately made from thicker and heavier wood than usual: when full, these 
casks had the correct weight, but consisted of too much wood instead 
of butter. Complaints from Cologne and pressure from the authorities 
in Deventer, where much of the dairy trade with German merchants 
took place, induced Holland towns to try and put a stop to this prac-
tice. Each town, it was agreed, was to issue the same set of rules regard-
ing the weight of the casks, not just in the town itself but also in the 
surrounding district. In addition, a coordinated system of verifi cation 
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and marking of the casks was to be introduced.80 However, as far as can 
be established, no local ordinances were issued, and in the following 
years complaints from Cologne continued to arrive.81 Moreover, there 
was no follow-up in the shape of central regulation. Possibly the fact 
that dairy was produced by a large number of small farmers living in 
the countryside contributed to the failure. Th e inspection and verifi ca-
tion of the butter casks they used may simply have been beyond the 
administrative capacities of the towns—especially since, as Chapter 4 
has shown, in contrast to the herring trade a signifi cant part of the 
dairy trade by-passed urban markets altogether.

We will return to the maintenance of standard weights and meas-
ures in the countryside in the next section. At this point we can con-
clude that if economic interests required it and the task at hand did not 
exceed their competence, Holland towns were prepared and able to 
harmonise measures. In contrast to England, central legislation was a 
complementary factor in this process of harmonisation, not the driv-
ing force behind it.

6.4 Enforcement

Prescribing standards, however well-defi ned, was of little value if it was 
not combined with mechanisms to promote and enforce their use. Th e 
fi rst step was to make copies of the standards available to those who 
needed them. In addition, it was necessary to ensure the standards were 
used in the right way. Th is could be done by giving directives about the 
handling of measures, weights, or equipment. Th e use of the standards 
could also be entrusted to one or more qualifi ed functionaries. Next, 
there was the regular inspection and verifi cation of  measures and weights 
and the prosecution of off enders who tried to enrich themselves by 
using units that deviated from the standards. A body of offi  cials was 
needed to carry out these tasks. Recurrent complaints about false 
weights and measures make it clear that enforcement was never easy.

In England, distribution of models was organised on a national scale. 
Copies of the royal standards were sent to all urban centres, where 
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more copies were made for both public and private use.82 Th e frequent 
inspection and verifi cation of all weights and measures was necessary 
to keep the system in working order. Th e main functionary active in 
this fi eld was a royal offi  cial, the ‘clerk of the market’. From at least the 
late 13th century onward, the clerk, with a staff  of assistants, was 
responsible for the supervision of the royal standards; he had to see to 
it that local weights and measures conformed to them. In the middle of 
the 14th century, the activities of the clerk of the market were limited 
to an area with a radius of 12 leagues (just under 60 kilometres) from 
the royal court; since the court travelled, this implied an annual inspec-
tion tour that covered large parts of the country.83

Th e clerk of the market was by no means the only functionary 
engaged in inspection and enforcement of weights and measures on 
behalf of the king. In his survey of the British metrological system, 
Ronald Zupko devotes many pages to a detailed description of all the 
other offi  cials active in this fi eld, varying from country court coroners 
and royal justices to manorial lords, religious institutions, and local 
commissioners appointed by the Crown with the specifi c aim of 
inspecting weights and measures in their home town. For some of 
these functionaries, metrological duties belonged to their regular tasks, 
but others were appointed on an ad hoc basis, in return for services 
rendered or in order to ensure support. Th ese men were probably more 
interested in the fi nancial rewards of their offi  ce than in the benefi ts of 
a reliable system of weights and measures. Moreover, in many cases 
duties were poorly defi ned, let alone clearly demarcated. Th e result was 
a complex situation characterised by overlapping jurisdictions, rival-
ries, and ample opportunities for corruption and abuse.84 Recent 
research suggests that many offi  cials were indeed engaged in the very 
off enses they were supposed to be preventing, either by intent or owing 
to a lack of expertise.85

From a continental point of view, the most striking element in the 
English enforcement system is the apparent lack of involvement of 
town governments and urban offi  cials until the 1320s. Only then, and 
probably at least partly out of dissatisfaction with the existing situa-
tion, urban authorities were given the right to inspect and verify the 
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weights and measures used within the urban freedom. For an increas-
ing number of towns, the power to prosecute and punish off enders was 
added later in the 14th or in the 15th century.86

In Holland, and also in the southern Low Countries, enforcement 
was fi rst and foremost an urban responsibility. Admittedly, in the cases 
where the count of Holland was the owner of one or more local meas-
ures, he too was involved. In the late 13th century, for instance, the 
count repeatedly issued instructions for the measuring of salt and wine 
in Dordrecht. Th e instructions mainly concerned the tariff s of the 
impositions that were levied, but it was also stipulated that the salt 
measure had to stand upright on a level surface when it was being 
fi lled.87 Th e comital accounts of the middle of the 14th century also 
record expenses for the construction of 26 new achteldelen and 100 
pounds of lead for making weights, all to be used in Rotterdam, where 
the count owned the grain measure and the weigh house.88 Yet since 
most weights and measures were owned by the towns, the count’s role 
in maintaining the standards was limited in comparison with the tasks 
of the urban authorities.

Th e provision of physical models for the large number of urban 
weights and measures was the responsibility of the towns themselves, 
and the urban authorities also gave instructions on how to use these 
standards. As we have seen, the Amsterdam by-laws of 1413 described 
in exact detail how the salt measure was to be fi lled and levelled, and 
the Dordrecht by-laws of 1401 did the same not just for salt but also for 
hops.89 In addition, several towns employed sworn offi  cials to do the 
weighing and measuring of important wholesale commodities. 
Sometimes the restrictions were only partial: in early 15th-century 
Amsterdam, for instance, foreigners were allowed to do their own 
measuring on Monday—the day of the weekly market—but not on 
other days of the week.90

Th e active role that the towns took upon themselves is perfectly 
understandable in light of the importance of weighing and measuring 
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for urban revenues (via the urban excises). It is true that the rights to 
weigh and measure—and to collect the fees that came with it—were 
usually leased out to the highest bidder. In Leiden, for instance, this 
was common practice at the end of the 14th century.91 However, the 
lessee would still have to employ the town’s sworn measurers or the 
urban weigh master.

Th e presence of a corps of sworn measurers limited the risk of 
metrological fraud by merchants, but the offi  cials themselves might 
also prove unreliable. Checks on that possibility therefore had to be 
provided too. In the early 15th century, both in Amsterdam and 
in Dordrecht fraudulent measurers were not only fi ned, but also—
temporarily or permanently—expelled from offi  ce.92 Th e Dordrecht 
authorities, moreover, fi xed tariff s for all types of measuring and also 
ordered that for grain transactions the buyer and the seller should each 
appoint a measurer.93 None of this could entirely prevent fraud by 
measurers, as is shown by the examples of fraudulent peat measurers 
in early 16th-century Gouda and Leiden referred to by Cornelisse;94 
nevertheless, it did reduce the risks.

We know that around the year 1300 London also had a corps of 
‘meters’ for corn and salt.95 Likewise, in 1319 a royal charter gave 
London control over the weights and scales used in the city: from that 
time onwards the offi  cials operating the king’s great beam (for heavy 
goods) and the small beam (for luxury products like silk) were 
appointed by the urban authorities, or later by the members of one of 
the city’s companies.96 However, for other English towns evidence of 
urban offi  cials of this type seems to be absent. In the major port towns 
alnagers, weighers, and measurers were at work, but these were royal, 
not urban functionaries. Th ey assessed weight and dimensions of 
imported cloth, imported wine, and exported wool as a basis for levy-
ing the national custom duties.97 Th at urban weighers and measurers 
were not more common is no doubt related to the limited autonomy of 
especially the smaller seignorial towns.
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15th century mention revenues for the verifi cation of casks; the accounts from the fi rst 
half of the century do not (Unger and Bezemer, Oudste stadsrekeningen Rotterdam, 
esp. 131).

Holland town governments were also involved in the maintenance 
of standards in another way. From a very early stage, urban authorities 
actively enforced the use of the local standards by inspection and veri-
fi cation.98 Th e Dordrecht accounts of the early 1280s (the oldest urban 
accounts extant in Holland) mention expenses for the forging of a 
stamp by a local goldsmith and for the bread, cheese and wine con-
sumed by the aldermen and council members while supervising the 
verifi cation and branding of the wine vessels.99 It is not quite clear if at 
that stage inspection and verifi cation were already recurrent activities, 
but a century later they probably were. Although the Dordrecht by-
laws of 1401 do not specify the procedure for the verifi cation of weights 
and measures, they state that the strickles used for rasing the grain and 
salt measures had to be checked every two months. Likewise, the 
Leiden by-laws of 1406 order innkeepers to serve beer in recently veri-
fi ed measures.100 Over time, verifi cation by the aldermen in person 
made way for lease contracts: like weighing and measuring, the verifi -
cation of weights and measures could be leased out. Th is meant the 
introduction of impositions on verifi cation. Th ere are indications that 
this process largely took place in the 15th century.101

Th e prosecution and punishment of off enders was also an urban 
responsibility: as mentioned earlier, even the oldest charters of urban 
liberties are very clear about the duties of the urban court in this 
respect. Inspection, verifi cation, and enforcement remained an urban 
activity until the end of the Middle Ages (and in fact for a long time 
aft erwards). As we saw, even when—as in the case of the herring 
casks—standards were coordinated at a supra-local level, the towns 
were still ultimately responsible for inspecting and verifying the casks.

For Holland a lack of accurate medieval information puts hard proof 
beyond our reach, but Van der Wee has been able to show that the 
grain measures of Antwerp and Brussels remained constant in the 14th 
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and 15th centuries—that is, if variations due to technological limita-
tions of production and measurement are taken into account.102 Th is 
suggests that a system based on local enforcement mechanisms could 
work well: measures may not have been uniform, but they were stable 
and reliable.

While the diff erences between Holland and England in mechanisms 
for maintaining standards were considerable, those between Holland 
and the southern Low Countries were small. Just as in Holland, urban 
authorities in Flanders and Brabant actively inspected and verifi ed 
weights and measures; just as in Holland, they frequently employed 
sworn offi  cials to do the weighing and measuring.103

Th ere was one diff erence, though: in the southern Low Countries 
guild involvement in metrological control appears to have been more 
prominent than in the north. Admittedly, sworn measurers were also 
frequently organised in guilds in Holland, and these guilds shared in 
the responsibility for maintaining the standards. In early 15th-century 
Amsterdam, for instance, the urban measures for corn and salt were 
held in custody by the wardens of the measurers’ guild, and in later 
years the verifi cation of these measures usually took place in the guild’s 
chapel.104 Th ere were other cases of guild involvement, but they were 
restricted to a few specialised guilds with a very direct connection to 
weighing and measuring. In mid 15th-century Haarlem, for example, 
the four wardens of the coopers’ guild were entrusted with verifying 
the vessels made by the guild members.105

Other guilds of craft smen and retailers, however, appear to have had 
few responsibilities with regard to the enforcement of weights and 
measures. Th is was diff erent in the southern Low Countries, where—
in the important cloth industry—enforcement of local regulations on 
the length and width of cloth was usually left  to the local cloth guilds.106 
In Holland the urban authorities took this upon themselves. Inspection 
and verifi cation of the dimensions of the cloth were largely the respon-
sibility of the waardijns, urban offi  cials who—in Leiden at least— were 
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forbidden to actively engage in the production of, or trade in, cloth for 
the duration of their term of offi  ce. If guild offi  cials were involved, as 
was the case in Haarlem, they acted as aids to the waardijns. Off enses 
had to be reported to the local court, which then called the culprit to 
justice.107 No doubt there is a relation with the fact that, in Holland, 
craft  guilds were almost never represented in local government and 
therefore could not be expected to fulfi l public tasks. Notably, aft er 
1500 the role of the craft  guilds in the enforcement of weights and 
measures appears to have increased. Th e 1510 ordinance on the use of 
troy weights in the silver and gold trade, for instance, indicates a super-
visory responsibility for the wardens of the goldsmiths’ guilds.108

Th e diff erence between Holland and the southern Low Countries 
presents us once again with an interesting parallel to another aspect of 
market regulation: quality control. In the cloth industries of the south-
ern Low Countries, quality control also rested in part on the active 
cooperation and internal modes of enforcement of the cloth guilds.109 
In Holland, however, it remained fi rmly in the hands of the urban 
authorities, who did not permit the guilds to set the rules, supervise 
compliance, or punish transgressions.110

In Chapter 3 it was argued that guild domination of urban markets 
disadvantaged outsiders, who were faced with extra costs to gain 
access. With regard to the enforcement of standards, however, the con-
tribution of guilds deserves a diff erent assessment: by providing relia-
ble guarantees on quantity and quality of products to customers, guilds 
were probably able to reduce transaction costs related to information 
asymmetries.111 However, the Holland system of government-based 
control seems to have achieved exactly the same. Urban authorities 
were well aware of the vital importance of a good reputation of the 
urban export industries. In late 14th-century Leiden, for instance, the 
authorities ordered that cloth produced for export to the Hansa 
towns had to have a standard length of 19 ells, and all cloth was to be 
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measured by the urban offi  cials, who saw to it that this standard was 
maintained. Hansa merchants did at times still protest that cloth from 
Leiden fell short, but then similar complaints were raised against the 
Flemish cloth staple in Bruges.112

So far this analysis has focused on the mechanisms for inspection, ver-
ifi cation, and enforcement of standards in towns. For the southern 
Low Countries this covers the bulk of interregional trade because the 
towns monopolised virtually all exchange above the mere local level. 
Certainly, there were problems with the dimensions of rural canvas 
and linen off ered for sale at the urban markets; but urban authorities 
could at least partially address these problems by fi xing the minimum 
length and width of rural cloth that could be marketed—as Antwerp 
did in the early 16th century.113 In England, rural trade was of greater 
importance: in the wool trade, for instance, village fairs and markets 
served as a marketing channel for small-scale producers. Th e lord who 
owned the market or fair was responsible for the maintenance of stand-
ard weights and measures. Th e abbot of Bury St. Edmunds, for exam-
ple, provided supervision on weighing and measuring at the market of 
Botesdale, for which he held the market rights.114

In Holland, rural trade was also important; but as Chapter 4 has 
shown, a signifi cant amount of trade took place at informal trade ven-
ues—which, moreover, had direct links with interregional trade net-
works. Seignorial control over seaside fi sh markets was usually weak. 
Although the count owned some of the village scales for dairy and 
could thus regulate weighing practices at these scales, an increasing 
number of unoffi  cial rural weighing facilities also emerged. Th e 15th-
century problems with the casks for herring and butter suggest that 
although the countryside was expected to follow the standards of 
the nearest town, enforcement of these standards was not always easy. 
As we saw in Chapter 4, informal, small-scale rural trade venues 
off ered easily accessible marketing options to farmers and fi shermen; 
but did they perhaps, precisely because of their informal character, 
also increase the risk of fraud with weights and measures?

To make a long story short: they probably did, but in the course 
of time solutions were found to reduce these risks. Events in the twin 
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villages of Westzaan and Krommenie in 1526 illustrate what these 
solutions looked like. Apparently the aldermen of the two villages had 
refused to take the weights and measures used locally to the bailiff  for 
inspection and verifi cation. Th e matter was brought before the bailiff ’s 
court in Beverwijk. Th e verdict of the four members of the court, all 
well-born men from the district, suggests an attempt at reconciliation. 
In future, verifi cation of the local weights and measures was to take 
place in the sheriff ’s house in Westzaan, under the supervision of the 
sheriff , two aldermen, and a representative of the bailiff . Th e revenues 
were to be spent in food and drink on the spot; and if there was a sur-
plus, this was to be divided between all parties.115

Two elements stand out: the coordinating and law-enforcing role of 
the bailiff  and the involvement of local representatives in the actual 
inspection and verifi cation of measures. Th ere is reason to believe that 
they were relatively new innovations. Bailiff s were probably introduced 
in Holland in the 13th century, based on the Flemish example. Th ey 
represented the count’s supreme jurisdictional authority in the coun-
tryside. In his district, the bailiff  presided over the high court and exe-
cuted its verdicts; he usually also appointed the village sheriff s and 
frequently had a say in the selection of the village aldermen. In addi-
tion, bailiff s had administrative duties—for instance in water manage-
ment and in military matters.116 However, late 14th-century bailiff s’ 
accounts do not mention revenues from verifi cation of weights and 
measures. In itself this is not conclusive: aft er all, the bailiff s received a 
fi xed salary for their work.117 In addition, however, the 1424 ordinance 
on beer casks made in the countryside makes no mention of a  legislative 
or supervisory role for the bailiff s. Surely, if at that stage inspection, 
verifi cation, and enforcement of rural measures had been part of the 
bailiff s’ regular duties, the logical choice would have been to order 
them to deal with the problem.

Th e fi rst reference to involvement of the bailiff s comes from the mid 
15th-century Voorne ordinance just mentioned. With this document 
the Voorne bailiff  gave directives for the inspection and verifi cation of 
weights and measures in his district. Privately owned measures had to 
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be stamped with the bailiff ’s mark as proof of their correctness; the 
sheriff  and the village aldermen were to regularly inspect whether all 
measures bore the required mark.118 Th e chronology suggests that the 
coordinating duties of the bailiff  with regard to the enforcement of 
weights and measures in the countryside developed in the fi rst half of 
the 15th century, as a response to the needs that arose from the expan-
sion of rural trade in this period.

However, the system probably also had its disadvantages. It is not 
quite clear exactly why the Westzaan aldermen did not want the bailiff  
to inspect the village weights and measures, but they were prepared to 
go to some lengths to avoid the obligation. Abuse of power by bailiff s 
was a recurrent problem throughout the Middle Ages.119 Th e solution 
proposed by the bailiff ’s court in the Westzaan case suggests that it also 
played a part here. We saw earlier that in England centralised enforce-
ment structures provided opportunities for fraud and rent-seeking: 
unlike local magistrates, functionaries appointed by the Crown were 
frequently more interested in the revenues of their duties than in the 
result for the maintenance of standards.

From this perspective it is not at all surprising that the Westzaan 
aldermen did not trust the bailiff . However, a charter granted a few 
years later to two other villages in the north of Holland, Wormer and 
Jisp, suggests that other considerations also played a part. Th e charter 
stipulated that taverners, bakers, petty traders, and sellers of cloth in 
Wormer and Jisp had to use the measures and weights of the town of 
Haarlem and that all measures and weights were to be inspected and 
verifi ed by the village aldermen. Th e charter was granted by Emperor 
Charles V in response to a request from these aldermen, who—the text 
states—wanted a fi rm basis for the regulation of commercial practices 
in Wormer and Jisp.120 It is unlikely that this desire was related to the 
levying of excises: like the great majority of villages in Holland, Wormer 
and Jisp did not impose excises on the sale of beer, wine, bread, or any 
other commodity.121 Instead, the growing involvement of the villages 
in shipping seems to have spurred the village authorities into action. 
Th e charter states that the welfare of the villages depended upon their 
role in the provisioning of merchant vessels: this was why regulation 
was deemed a necessity.
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Th e aldermen of Wormer and Jisp obviously reacted to changing 
economic circumstances that were not of their own making. However, 
the fact that they were able to react adequately is signifi cant. It takes us 
back to the relatively strong position of villages in Holland, especially 
in the north of the county, discussed in Chapter 4. Once it became 
clear that there was a growing need for a system that guaranteed the 
maintenance of standard weights and measures, the village authorities 
in Wormer and Jisp—just like their colleagues in Westzaan and 
Krommenie—felt quite capable of organising it themselves and had no 
need for the strong arm of the bailiff .

In fact, there is an earlier, albeit indirect indication that village 
authorities were involved in the maintenance of standards as soon as 
the needs of trade required it. We have seen that in the middle of the 
15th century the authorities in Cologne complained to Deventer and 
the other IJssel towns about the butter casks used by Hollanders. Th is 
was not all they did. In 1447 Cologne also directly addressed the main 
dairy exporting communities in Holland: the towns of Haarlem, 
Amsterdam, Alkmaar, and Hoorn, and the village of Akersloot.122 
Obviously the Cologne magistrate assumed that the village authorities 
in Akersloot could and should take action just as well as their urban 
colleagues.

In short, whereas in the early 15th century the maintenance of 
standards in the countryside probably caused problems, gradually a 
combination of central coordination and local initiative brought 
improvement. Th e changes were no doubt triggered by the growing 
involvement of the countryside in interregional trade networks. 
However, the prior existence of rural communities experienced in gov-
erning themselves and defending their own economic interests pro-
vided the basis for a fl exible and adequate response to newly arising 
needs.

6.5 Conclusions

In itself, there is nothing remarkable about the development of a reli-
able system of weighing and measuring in late medieval Holland. 
Metrological systems that reduced information asymmetries also 
developed in the southern Low Countries and England, and for that 
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matter in many other European countries. However, the organisation 
of weighing and measuring did not take the same shape everywhere. 
Besides similarities there were also signifi cant variations, related to the 
underlying balance of powers.

Diff erences between Holland and England are best explained by the 
diff erent positions of central and local authorities. Both were bent on 
gaining control over weights and measures, not just as a symbol of 
their authority or from a desire to accommodate merchants, but also 
because this served their fi scal interests. In England the early rise of 
central power was accompanied by the development of national stand-
ard weights and measures and a centralised enforcement system that 
contributed to an effi  cient royal taxation of imports and exports. 
In Holland on the other hand—and even more so in the southern 
Low Countries—urban authorities successfully claimed control over 
measures and weights at an early stage, thus helping to create a system 
that allowed them to levy the urban excises that were essential to their 
fi scal autonomy.

It can be doubted whether the early centralisation of metrological 
control really put England at an advantage. Firstly, the diff erences 
between England and Holland were less impressive in practice than 
they look in theory. English uniformity was eroded by changes in the 
balance of powers: Parliament used its growing infl uence to authorise 
exemptions from the national standards that benefi ted local interests, 
in particular those of the landed gentry. Conversely, in Holland meas-
ures used in wholesale trade tended to converge under the infl uence of 
interregional commerce. Secondly and more fundamentally, the disad-
vantages of a lack of uniformity were probably counterbalanced by a 
reduced risk of fraud and abuse: local enforcement mechanisms were 
not as complex as national enforcement systems, and local authori-
ties—instead of just being in it for the money—had good reason to be 
genuinely concerned about maintaining the standards.

Diff erences between Holland and the southern Low Countries were 
more subtle. It is true that the urban authorities in the south shared 
their responsibilities in enforcing standard weights and measures with 
craft  guilds to a greater extent than they did in the north, but evidence 
that this made a signifi cant diff erence to the maintenance of standards 
is lacking. More important was probably the specifi c pattern of urbani-
sation in Holland, where—in contrast to the southern Low Countries—
urban giants were absent. Th e eff ects are highlighted in the process of 
standardisation of herring casks in the early 15th century, initiated by 
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the Holland herring towns. Th e driving force was clearly economic 
necessity: customers abroad demanded uniformity. But an adequate 
response to economic requirements was facilitated by the fact that 
none of the herring towns was large and powerful enough to set the 
agenda on its own. Th e alternative, which had proved its value before, 
was to form an alliance.

Th ere is one other element in the organisation of weighing and 
measuring in Holland that deserves attention, and this too is closely 
related to the specifi c balance of powers that characterised Holland’s 
society: the improvement in the enforcement of weights and measures 
in the countryside in the 15th and early 16th centuries, and the role 
village authorities had in this improvement. Again, stricter regulation 
of rural weights and measures was in the fi rst place a reaction to eco-
nomic circumstances: rural trade had expanded and direct links with 
interregional trade networks had developed. However, a tradition of 
vigorous rural communities with self-governing powers made it easier 
to accommodate these changes. Local control mechanisms could sim-
ply be embedded in existing administrative structures; they thus pro-
vided a complement to—and at the same time an eff ective check 
on—central control mechanisms.
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